How it works

Makes Onboarding Easier
YesElf provides smart tools to create a set of
tutorials that help any user to start working
with any company internal software. Without
expensive personal trainings.

Reduces Support Costs
Stop throwing money away. With YesElf, there
is no need to involve any help or support
systems for software over and over again. Our
platform can cover it all.
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Usecases
Let’s have a look at some examples of how
YesElf can be used in everyday life.

New Employees Onboarding
Problem: Imagine this common situation –
customer uses some internal system in which
they need to train their employees, so they will
know how to use it. But the problem is that the
whole process is time and energy consuming.
And, after all, personal trainings are boring.
Solution: With YesElf, the customer can easily
create a set of personalized tutorials that will
lead their employees step-by-step through
individual parts of software and teach them how
to work with the whole system.
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Dramatic improvement in the overall
understanding of the applicability

Problem: User starts using an application, but
doesn’t know how to orientate in it so they really

Ask experts
Problem: Desired conversions on the web
are still not as expected, because onboarding

Solution: Thanks to YesElf app developers can
draft designed guides or tutorials which will
appear at the right time and at the right place
and they will quickly and clearly lead the users
through the whole app. Thus, YesElf will help to
lead its users through important features in a
simple understandable manner.

Solution: Ask experts from YesElf! We are always
ready to help anybody make their tutorials and
guides better, easier to understand and, last but
not least, more user friendly.
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